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/Following is a translation of an unsigned 
article appearing in Problem? Vostokovedeniya 
(Problems of Oriental Studies), No. 1, Moscow, 
Jan/Peb 1959, pages 18-25^7 

ThP 2lst Concress of the Communist Party of the Soviet 
union constates an tapo?tant landmark In the development of 
the Soviet people and all progressive mankind..   4.„„4.4o+<rt„ 
the b0Yprofound theoretical elucidation and substantiation 
of the basic problems of communist construction at the pres- 
ent level of our country's development was presented in N.S. 
Ihrushchev^ SepoSt on Ihe control figures for the develop- 
mpnt of the USSR national economy and in the decisions 01 
?he congreL  L exhausting analysis of the basic problems 
of the present era of world listory was also Presented in 
these documents. The present era was characterized as a 

nng Sin history, in which capitalism is expiring 
and approaching its imminent end as a world system, while 
socialism having transformed itself into a world system, is 
successfully deviloping and achieving still greater victories. 

Thethesesset forth in N.S. Krushchev's report and in 
the decisions o? the 21st Congress of the CPSU constitute re- 
„"l„vlp pvamules of the creative development of Marxism- 
£lninisLeX?nlye?epLsentCa scientifically grounded program 
for the transition to communism. The Soviet nation, as the 
CoLrels no?ed, is at present entering into a new Period of 
development — the period of the extensive building of com- 
munSS!?he Seven-Year Plan for the national economy of the 
n^VR for 1959-1965 is a majestic program for the establish- 
ment o? the material and technical base for communism in our 
cc-ntrv. Thus, it will insure the decisive victory of 
socialism in its peaceful competition with capitalism. Of 
ereat scientific and political significance is the thesis 
ttot socialism in the USSR has fully won its struggle and 
emerged completely victorious, and that there are no longer 
anv forces in the world which can re-establish capitalism in 
ou? country or crush the socialist camp. The complete and 
final victory of socialism in the USSR at the same time con- 
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stitutes a guarantee of the final victory of socialism in the 
whole socialist camp. *.4-4ä 

A great new contribution to the theory of scientific 
communism made at the Congress was the further development of 
Marxist-Leninist theories on the two phases of Communism and 
on the laws governing the evolution of socialism into commu- 
nism. "The transition from the socialist stage of develop- 
ment to the higher phase," as noted in N.S. Khrushchev's re- 
port, "is a natural historical process that cannot he arbi- 
trarily violated or bypasses." Any retreat from this prin- 
ciple would inevitably harm the building of socialist and 
communist societies. 

Of exceptional theoretical and practical significance 
are the theses expressed at the Congress on the paths of the 
further development towards communism of countries which are 
at present entering the world socialist camp. While the law 
of the unequal economic and political development of coun- 
tries operates under imperialism, under a socialist economic 
system it is replaced by the operations of the law of planned, 
proportional development. As a result of this law, the form- 
erly economically backward socialist countries, by drawing 
on the experience of other socialist countries, as well as 
on their cooperation and mutual assistance, have acquired the 
means for quickly overcoming their economic and cultural 
backwardness. In these countries, the foundation for the 
transition from the first to the second stage of communism 
will be created at an increasingly rapid pace. Thus, the 
common line of economic and cultural development will be 
evened out. As a result of this factor, the socialist 
countries will advance to the higher phase of communist 
society more or less simultaneously. 

Many important theses on questions of primary impor- 
tance for the understanding of the political and economic 
processes which are at present taking place in the countries 
of the East are contained in N.S. Khrushchev's report, in 
the statements made by delegates at the Congress, in the de- 
cisions adopted, as well as in the reports of foreing guests. 

In examining problems of international relations, the 
Confess devoted much attention to an analysis of the 
pecrr'ie's heroic struggles against colonialists in the non- 
so"';ö";ist countries of the East. The very fact of the ex- 
istence of socialism has had a favorable effect on the de- 
velopment of the national liberation movements. The 
strengthening of the world socialist system has deprived the 
imperialists of the opportunity to encroach with impunity 
upon the newly acquired independence of many peoples of Asia 
and Africa. The example of socialist countries demonstrates 
to the oppressed peoples that they too can conquer their 
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age-old backwardness with their own forces and can achieve 
rapid progress* , j , . 

In diöcüäsing the historical changes which have re- 
cently taken place in the countries of the East, N.S. 
Khrushchev noted that there are a number of countries which 
are not socialist but which cannot be included within the 
imperialist system. "The countries which have achieved In- 
dependence in the wake of a struggle for liberation desire 
to proceed along their own paths. Having eliminated colonial 
oppression and bypassed the capitalist stage of development, 
they can begin the construction of their own societies upon 
new foundations." Many leaders in these countries are full 
of good-will toward the socialist countries; they do not at 
all view them as antagonists, and do not see in them enemies 
of their own striving toward the building of a new life free 
of the colonial yoke. This is why the socialist countries 
have good, friendly relations with such governments, a fact 
of tremendous international significance. The balance of 
power is at present not on the side of the imperialist states, 
but on the side of the countries entering the world socialist 
system and the countries struggling against imperialism and 
colonialism. „   ,    . . 

A majority of the colonial and semicolonial countries, 
which not so long ago constituted the resources and preserves 
of imperialism, have become an active world force as a re- 
sult of the lengthy struggles of their peoples. 

Of principal significance is the characterization of 
Communists, given in N.S. Khrushchev»s report, as the most 
consistent and selfless fighters against colonialism and 
imperialism and for the political independence and economic 
self-sufficiency of countries of the East. The struggle 
waged by Communists will undoubtedly serve to unmask the 
anticommunist campaigns carried out in some countries of the 
East. It will discredit the unscientific and, therefore, 
incorrect opposition between socialism and communism, which 
has been set forth in the printed works and statements of 
some of the leaders of these countries. 

It was stressed in the decisions of the Congress that 
scientists face the enormous problem of creatively general- 
izing and providing bold theoretical solutions in regard to 
the new problems raised by life. A stern criticism was 
sounded from the high tribune of the Congress on the con- 
tinuing backwardness of many scientific research institut- 
tions, collectives, and individual workers, in regard to the 
demands made upon the social sciences by the new stage of 
communist construction. In particular, it was noted that 
many institutes and some scientists have remained aloof from 
the struggle to solve the most important practical problems 
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of communist construction; instead, they have devoted them- 
selves to studies of abstract subjects, and actually broken 
with life, frequently, published works have a narrative 
character and repeat well-known theses, facts, and arguments; 
and some works even contain errors or misinterpretations. 

We must admit that this criticism has a direct and 
immediate bearing on the works of Soviet orientalists. 
Carrying out the decisions of the 20th Congress of the CPSU, 
the orientalists have attained notable successes. They have 
accomplished the transition to a study of actual problems, 
increased the output of scientific works, strengthened the 
struggle against bourgeois ideology and revisionism, and 
carried out a number of worhtwhile scientific discussions on 
important theoretical questions. Nevertheless, the work of 
Soviet .orientalists is still far from being adequate to the 
demands made by reality itself. A penetrating study of the 
most real, contemporary problems is the most important basic 
task. It must become a point of honor for the orientalists 
to create works — monographs, brochures, articles, publi- 
cations, etc. — which would aid further theoretical re- 
search on the foreign policy of the Soviet Union in relation 
to the countries of the East. 

The decisions of the 21st Congress of the CPSU have 
demonstrated the tremendous significance of the world social- 
ist system for the fate of mankind. Accordingly, Soviet 
orientalists must primarily give their attention to the 
problems of the building of socialism in the people's demo- 
cratic republics of Asia, and, above all, in the great 
Chinese People's Republic. 

The Soviet people deeply rejoice in the tremendous 
successes achieved by the Chinese people in the building of a 
socialist society. 

The indissoluble, fraternal friendship between the 
peoples of the USSR and China is daily growing stronger and 
constitutes a firm guarantee for world peace. The inter- 
national reactionaries and Yugoslav revisionists (deviation- 
ists from Marxism), have failed in their attempts to drive a 
wedge between the two great peoples and to undermine their 
eternal, indissoluble friendship. 

The peculiarities of China's historical development, 
productive forces, and national culture, as well as the 
specific character of the revolutionary creativity of its 
masses, have all given rise to its own methods of socialist 
construction, which in many ways do not resemble the methods 
employed by other socialist countries. A study of the prob- 
lems of socialist construction and their peculiarities in the 
Chinese People's Republic constitutes the basic content of 
the scientific research work of Soviet Chinese scholars. 
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The tremendous changes which have taken place In the 
Chinese People's Republic cannot he understood or explained 
without a thorough, penetrating study of the country's histo- 
ry. Consequently, such problems as the peculiarities of the 
development of socio-economic structures, or the peculiarities 
of the development of ideology and culture are continuously 
in the forefront of the scientific research work of Soviet 
Chinese scholars. 

Of great significance is the study of the history of 
social thought, literature, art, science, and the problems 
of philology and linguistics. By drawing upon the rich 
legacy acquired by Russian and Soviet scholarship in the 
study of the culture and languages of the Chinese peoples, 
our Chinese scholars will expand the range of their research 
and will better acquaint the Soviet people with the leading 
role played by the Chinese people in the development of world 
culture. 

The scholars studying the MPR, the KPDR, and the DRV 
are faced with the crucial tasks of making profound general- 
izations about the experiences of socialist construction in 
the people's democracies of Asia and about the course of 
events in the struggle of the peoples of Korea and Vietnam 
for national unification. 

Each year, the mutual economic cooperation of the 
countries of the Socialist camp is broadened. However, un- 
til now, the study of the economic relations between the 
Soviet Union and the Chinese People's Republic and other 
countries in the socialist camp has not been given its pro- 
per due. The problems of the economic ties developing bet- 
ween the socialist countries and the countries of the East 
also deserve serious study in the light of the decisions of 
the 21st Congress of the CPSU. 

We must further the rapidly growing ties and coopera- 
tive efforts between Soviet orientalists and the scientists 
of CPR, KPDR, DRV, and MPP. A further strengthening of 
these ties and cooperative efforts will undoubtedly greatly 
aid Soviet oriental studies as well as the development of 
particular branches of the humanities in the socialist 
countries of the East. 

The present reality affords an infinite wealth of 
material for a penetrating study of the problems connected 
with the collapse of the colonial system and with the pro- 
cesses of the liquidation of colonialism. The creation of 
basic works on these subjects, which combine depth of sci- 
entific research with comprehensive analysis of extensive 
factual material, will constitute a significant contribution 
to Marxist-Leninist theories on the national and colonial 
questions. A large part of the activities of Soviet orienta- 
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lists is devoted to subjects connected with the study of the 
methods of the political, economic> and ideological infiltra- 
tion of imperialism into the countries of the East and with 
the study and unmasking of the new forms of contemporary 
colonialism inspired by the mohöfcJölies of the United States. 

Soviet orientalist, at the center and locally, con- 
sider their primary tasks to consist of a penetrating study 
of the political and economic regimes, as well as of the 
concrete paths of economic developments of the independent 
countries of the East. In particular, they are intent on 
carrying out a thorough and penetrating study of the problems 
connected with state capitalism, including an analysis of its 
socio-economic nature. 

The attention of orientalists studying actual contem- 
porary problems will undoubtedly be attracted to the fol- 
lowing, quest ions: the correlation of economica and politics 
in the countries of the East, the internal and external 
conditions and factors for the realization of the possibility 
of a non-capitalistic order of development in the countries 
of the East, and the distribution of social forces in these 
countries. 

The section of oriental studies concerned with the 
study of the conditions of the working class and of workers' 
movements in the countries of the East continues to lag be- 
hind. Many new problems and events connected with the 
entrance of the major countries of the East on to the path of 
independent development remain outside the range of our 
researchers* field of vision. These subjects include the 
struggle of the working class for a higher standard of living, 
the role of the working class in industrialization, and the 
part played by the working class in the whole social and 
political life of the economically underdeveloped countries. 

The considerable successes achieved by communist and 
labor parties in a number of sovereign countries of the East 
are well known. However, up to the present, the circle of 
orientalist research workers engaged in studying the working 
class movements in countries of the East is still very nar- 
row. 

A very important factor in the collapse of the imperi- 
alistic colonial system is the continuous crisis in the 
agrarian situation in the colonies, semi-colonies, and de- 
pendent countries. In the postwar years, agrarian reforms 
were carried out in a number of countries of the East; how- 
ever, we still have very few monographs devoted to the 
changes which have taken place in the agrarian systems of the 
countries of the East. In particular, not enough attention 
is given to the study of problems connected with class dif- 
ferentiation within the peasantry and to problems connected 
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with class differentiation within the peasantry and to prob- 
lems connected with the accelerated capitalistic transforma- 
tion of agriculture and its attendant consequences. A very 
important and interesting problem arising at this new stage 
of development is the struggle for hegemony in the peasant 
movement by the working class. 

The spread of national liberation, anti-imperialist 
movements and the objective conditions which are hastening 
the development of national capitalism in a number of Asian 
and African countries require further study of the complex 
problems of the formation of nations, which are known to have 
a tremendous effect on the forms and methods of the libera- 
tion struggle. Unfortunately, the study of these problems has 
been completely neglected until now. Basic works, characte- 
rizing the formation of new nations in Asia, and, particu- 
larly in Africa, are urgently needed, Soviet African studies 
are especially significant at present. The collapse of the 
colonial system has also overtaken Africa, Africa is playing 
an increasingly significant role in the world capitalist 
economy, as well as in international life. However, the 
scientific literature on Africa, written by Soviet scholars 
can literally be counted on the fingers of one hand. A 
limitless opportunity for activity lies before the research 
workers on Africa. The study of various African problems 
has become especially significant. These problems include 
the national liberation struggle of the peoples of Africa, 
the sharpening of contradictions among the imperialist pow- 
ers in their struggle for African raw materials and markets, 
the nature of the political organizations active in the 
African continent, the nature of the tactics and passive re- 
sistance methods which are employed by many political groups 
in African countries, the Interrelationships among African 
countries, etc. 

The orientalists and students of Africa in Moscow, 
Leningrad, and the union republics must Increase their acti- 
vities in the study of the varied and complex problems of 
African history, ethnography, economics, and philology; they 
must coordinate their efforts and considerably extend the 
scope of their research. 

A study of the actual problems of the contemporary 
political and economic conditions in the countries of the East 
is impossible without a study of the historical past of the 
peoples of these countries. The rich legacy inherited from 
prerevolutionary Russian oriental studies is being creatively 
adopted and further developed by Soviet research workers and 
orientalists under the new conditions. 

The efforts of scientists in Moscow, Leningrad, Tash- 
kent, Stalinabad, Tbilisi, Baku, and in many other centers of 
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been accomplished in t^J^ea is ia*   several Asian and Afri- 
The historical past of the P^Jf °*BJS™ research work- 
Can,C?^lSio? vlsion^ne S      SfoasLTesearch projects 

refutation of such concepts as the    organic ?,!???!Jjing 

^S'xSÄSS.ttS'iÄr.SSS5TSSt 
S&i'Sa'SÄS1 £\£ fSWÄSS.S!"^- 
operaUon v?tt Kuss!än specialist scholars    have »ade 
valuable contributions to the study of the l«*«J»~/1,tt 

strengthen the position of the Pe°Ples of the ||*t £ *he 1^ 

lÄltlrs^hÄÄ left yÄ^ashLnt    clearly 

ideological weapon in the struggle against OWJ. 
ln the Äulylna -rfcf eval^tir f T Ihousana-year- 
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???Jtlä smashinTolovs on the reactionary theories of a 

of Western and Eastern literatures is assuming great signi- 

ficance^ Sovlet X1  l8tB and orientalists 

are fruitfully employed in the study of ^e processes of the 
formation and development of modern and ancient Eastern 
languages  The linguists can give a good account of them- 
sllfes? for, now matter how abitract their research may ap- 
lllllt  first alance, it both serves in the solution of 
senerll problems anl'renders assistance to the struggle 
Igalnst colonialism and its ideology waged by f *?f !£^sts 
of the countries of the East. However, we must note that 

countr^s!gIre almost completely neglected in our country. 
This serious lack must be eliminated without delay. There 
?^ Also an urgent need to raise the scientific level of the- 
oleUcal genelSizalions in the field of linguistics and 

SÄÄTs^Äi n rÄ 
problems which lie before Eastern Philology is possiM* <»ly 
through the coordination of scientific work in this area 

Oriental Studies and. Sinology of the Academy of Bounces D3SR, 
oriental study institutions of <"*°n '^£"«5'J£8Academy of 
Tin^iiiit-ics and World Literature Institutes of the Acaaemj ui 
ISSUSSsSf bunionof Soviet Societies of Frendship 
cnri PiiituT»fil Relations Abroad, the Union of writers UDöH, 
ITveil as punishing houses,'vlll undoubtedly serve to 

StrengtS ^nStinu?ngtaiag tithe's tuny'of ideology (philoso- 
phical Sought his?Iry of religion, contemporary currents 
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of social thought) and in the study of the arts of the peoples 
of the East is of serious concern to our scientific community. 

Soviet scientists are being drafted by the Party for a 
decisive struggle for maintaining the purity of Marxist- 
Leninist theory against any kind of attempt by revisionists 
and falsifiers to distory or change the basic theories of the 
teachings qf Marx and Lenin. These instructions of the Party 
serve as the basis of the activities of Soviet orientalists. 
Soviet orientalists have repeatedly participated in the 
struggle against revisionists and falsifiers of Marxism- 
Leninismi However, the new problems which have arisen in 
oriental studies demand a strengthening of the struggle a- 
gainst the ideological enemies of Marxism and against the 
apologists for colonialism. A militant party spirit, irre- 
concilable with any manifestation of bourgeois ideology, must 
permeate all our research work. 

The 25th International Congress of Orientalists will 
gather in Leningrad in the summer of i960 and, at a later 
date, the 13th International Conference of Sinologists will 
also meet there. In cooperation with orientalists from the 
Peoples' Democracies and progressive orientalists from 
Europe, Asia, Africa, and America, Soviet orientalists will 
consider the basic, qualitative changes that have occurred 
in the development of oriental studies as a result of the 
achievement of national independence by the peoples of the 
East and their entrance onto a path which will demonstrate in 
a new way the tremendous role played by the peoples of Asia 
and Africa in world culture. 

Less than two years remain until the calling or tne 
25th International Congress of Orientalists and the 13th 
International Conference of Sinologists. It is the duty of 
all Soviet orientalists and oriental studies institutions 
and organizations to participate more actively in the pre- 
paratory work, which, when carried out, will lead to the 
further progress of our science and will gain for it a fit- 
ting place in world oriental studies. 

The scientific magazine "Problems of Oriental Studies 
must become a creative tribune for Soviet orientalists; it 
has been called upon to play an important role in the solu- 
tion of the crucial problems set before Soviet oriental 
studies. The name of the magazine alone implies that, above 
all, material which deals with problems in a profound and 
significant manner will be published in its pages. This will 
serve to unite around the magazine a wide circle of scientists 
interested in the further creative development of our oriental 
studies. 

The basic task of the magazine "Problems of Oriental 
Studies" is to deal with actual questions of the history, 
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on the life and struggle of the tollers ot t  ^ J^^ of 
democracies of the East In the °°"r==." S ,    lt3 pages. 
socialist will be systematically puollsnea in n-s e  B 

♦»»»«♦it»*«*«»*»*»************* 

The historical experience of Soviet seien« " * Y£ole 

hears Jtness to the constant Interest    af g^g-^jt., 
frihnevelopmen? Äentafstudles      The constant Inter- 

ne? ffiÄ £ SMS-?S     -I ^ntee 
S HS K2KS g thl1 SsÄgesf f Si «. -e 

^riou^on'to^thf caSle-of^nfhu^ldLfof f fohlst society. 
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